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and the police.   Above all, he contrived to make people feel that
he was the only man who could ** save society " from the " reds,"
§ 117. the coup d'etat.—On the evening of ist December
1851 he held his usual Monday reception at the filysee ; but as
soon as his guests had departed he met his henchmen in secret
conclave to make the final arrangements for the forcible over-
throw of the constitution he had sworn to maintain only three
years before. Before morning all the politicians likely to oppose
the change were arrested in their beds, and the walls of Paris
had been placarded with a proclamation. The president
announced that he had dissolved the Assembly (though the
constitution gave him no power to do so) as a hotbed of plots
against democracy. He would shortly submit to the nation—
the only sovereign he recognised—a plan for a new form of
Republic modelled on the Consulate as revised in 1802 (Nay).
" If you believe that the cause of which my name is the symbol
—France regenerated by the Revolution and organised by the
Empire—is also yours, proclaim this by giving me the powers
I ask."
The success of the coup d'etat was due mainly to its sudden-
ness, and to the foresight with which all chance of organising
resistance was removed. Soldiers prevented the printing of
newspapers and the ringing of a tocsin—they even took the
precaution of smashing in the heads of the drums with which
the National Guards were mustered. The Hall of the Assembly
was occupied by troops; and when some of the deputies
contrived to meet elsewhere, and boldly voted the dismissal of
the perjured President, they were promptly surrounded and
arrested. The Socialists attempted to barricade the streets once
more ; but most of the working-class, gratified by the restoration
of universal suffrage, looked on at these preparations with a
chilling lack of enthusiasm. When, on 4th December, General
Mangin (one of the plotters, whom Napoleon had placed in
command of the Paris garrison) marched his troops along the
boulevards to attack the barricades, some impulse—nobody

